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It is a prerequisite for you to know your slipshodness first
for the sake of sharpening your delicacy.
Toshiyuki Namai

Usually, no one kindly tells your slipshodness you have in your individuality for your
sake. It is absolutely true that no one cares about the improvement of your delicacy.
Obviously, it is not other people’s business. It is evidently your business for your sake.
Talking of the concept, “indelicacy,” an indelicate person never knows his/her indelicacy.
Because such person has no delicacy at all in order to know his/her indelicacy. It
practically means that you must be “delicate enough” to amply recognize and
understand your indelicacy.
Mostly, a delicate person sensitively and modestly says, “I’m an indelicate person.”
Conversely, an indelicate person insensitively says, “I’m a delicate person.” It is a
common tendency recognized many people have in the world. This tendency ironically
transcends any local aspect in the civilized countries on earth.
It is said, “Ignorance is bliss.” Regarding the two concepts, “delicacy” and “indelicacy,”
eventually, it is the very matter of consciousness individually.
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If you don’t have any consciousness regarding your indelicacy, “you are really in
danger.” Because you don’t know yourself clearly as a matter of your reality. If you
really wish to build your culture authentically, you must know yourself first.
Essentially, it is a prerequisite for you to know your slipshodness for the sake of
sharpening your delicacy.
Here, I tell you that there is no perfect way to dramatically improve your slipshodness.
Accordingly, you must continue finding the best way to do it for you.
You are really required to improve the important private matter, “slipshodness” you
have in your individual mentality at any cost in order to better the way of speaking this
language, namely a common language of humankind as one of human beings who uses
it here on earth. Your slipshodness hinders the improvement of your English more than
you insensitively imagine.
Ultimately, a person who can improve your slipshodness is truly yourself alone.
Unfortunately, other people inevitably have their limit to do it for you.
Even though someone wishes to improve your slipshodness which you can not improve
by yourself, there is a limit for him/her to do it. The most important thing you need is
having a clear consciousness of your slipshodness through feeling a sense of urgency.
I’d like you to be “very delicate” all the time in the process to face this important private
matter for the very refinement of your spiritual sophistication now and in the future.
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